Employing one or more additional classifiers to break the selflearning loop in tracing-by-detection has gained considerable attention. Most of such trackers merely utilize the redundancy to address the accumulating label error in the tracking loop, and suffer from high computational complexity as well as tracking challenges that may interrupt all classifiers (e.g. temporal occlusions). We propose the active co-tracking framework, in which the main classifier of the tracker labels samples of the video sequence, and only consults auxiliary classifier when it is uncertain. Based on the source of the uncertainty and the differences of two classifiers (e.g. accuracy, speed, update frequency, etc.), different policies should be taken to exchange information between two classifiers. Here, we introduce a reinforcement learning approach to find the appropriate policy by considering the state of tracker in a specific sequence. The proposed method yields promising results in comparison to the best tracking-by-detection approaches.
INTRODUCTION
Tracking-by-detection methods are built around the idea that a single classifier separates the target from its background by labeling (or filtering) several samples from the input image, labeling them, and extrapolating these samples to estimate the current target location and size. This classifier needs to be updated to cope with recent target transformations as well as other challenging factors such as changes in illumination, camera pose, cluttered background, and occlusions. The update process is mainly done using the labels that the classifier selected for the samples, in a self-supervised learning fashion.
A classifier is not always certain about the output labels. Whether it is inefficient features for certain input images, insufficient model complexity to separate some of the samples, lack of proper training data, missing information in the input data (e.g., due to occlusion), or technically speaking, having This article is based on results obtained from a project commissioned by the NEDO and was supported by Post-K application development for exploratory challenges from Japan's MEXT. Fig. 1 . Consider a classifier of tracking-by-detection that uses color and shape features and is trained on video frames leading to the frame on the left column. When classifying n s samples from the frame in the middle column, the uncertainty for all samples may have different trends, as plotted in the uncertainty histogram in right panels. The histogram may be skewed toward certainty, uncertainty (e.g. due to feature failures or occlusion), bimodal (where usually background is easy to separate but the foreground is ambiguous), etc. In cotracking frameworks, various patterns of uncertainty require different policies to enhance tracking performance.
an input sample that falls very close to decision boundary of the classifier, hampers the classifier ability to be sure about its label and increase the risk of misclassification. Especially in the case of online learning, novel appearances of the target, background distractors, and non-stationarity of the label distribution 1 promotes the uncertainty of the classifier.
Furthermore, the self-supervised learning loop may lead to model drift due to the accumulation of label errors, and many studies have tried to tackle this problem by using robust loss functions for the classifier [1] , merging the sampling and learning [2] , and employing unlabeled data [3] . One of the most prominent approaches to tackle this problem is to augment the classifier with one or more classifier to break the self-learning loop [4] and provide a teacher for the main classifier [3] . Such ideas are manifested in the form of cotracking [4, 5] and ensemble tracking [6, 7] . The bring complementary benefits to the tracker, extra classifier(s) should differ from the main one in training data [6] , learning model, update mechanism [8] , update frequency or memory span [5] . Controlling classifier memory is one of the approaches to promote co-tracking and increase accuracy [2, 5, [8] [9] [10] [11] .
Here, we take advantage of the information about classifier's uncertainty state in a scenario (Figure 1 ), to control the information exchange between the main classifier of the tracker, and a more accurate yet slow auxiliary classifier in the co-tracking framework. To cope with rapid target changes and handling challenges such as temporal target deformations and occlusion, we set different memory span and update frequency for classifiers. Naturally, the main classifier is selected to an agile, plastic, easily-updatable and frequentlyupdating model whereas the auxiliary tracker is more sophisticated (accurate yet slow), more stable (memorizing all labels in the tracker's history), and less-frequently updated. The main classifier only queries a label from the auxiliary one, when it is uncertain about a sample's label in line with the uncertainty sampling [12] . We proposed a Q-learning approach to govern the information exchange between two classifiers w.r.t. the uncertainty state of the first classifier. This scheme automatically balances the stability-plasticity tradeoff in tracking [3] and long-short memory trade-off while increasing the speed of the tracker (by avoiding unnecessary queries from the slow classifier) and enhances the generalization ability of the first classifier (by advantaging from the benefits of active learning). The proposed tracker performs better than many of the state-of-the-art in tracking-by-detection.
PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, we formalize a tracking-by-detection pipeline, expand it with the notion of traditional and active co-tracking, and elaborate the proposed Q-learning approach that is intended to balance the use of short and long-term memories.
Active Co-Tracking
A tracking-by-detection pipeline consists of a sampler, that selects n s samples x t = {x j t } from the given frame I t , give it to the classifier modeled by θ t to obtain the labels l t = { j t } of the samples. A label is the result of thresholding the scoring function h :
and threshold τ is typically set to ½. Finally, the model is updated using the obtained labels θ t+1 = u(θ t , x t , l t ).
In an attempt to break the self-learning loop, co-tracking [4] uses two parallel classifiers θ 1 t and θ 2 t with potentially complementary characteristics, and label a sample based on their weighted vote. Both classifiers are updated each frame, and their voting weights α i t are re-adjusted based on their label consistency on the co-labeled samples.
(2) Co-tracking is built on the premise that when one classifier has difficulty labeling a sample, the other one assists. Cotracking increases the tracking accuracy (by decreasing label noise) and addresses model drift. On the other hand, (i) using two classifiers doubles the computational complexity, and (ii) in the challenging cases such as temporal full occlusions and background clutter, both of classifiers may encounter difficulty in labeling and will be updated with noisy labels.
To speed up the tracking, Meshgi et al. [13] proposed that a second auxiliary classifier should be consulted, only when needed by the main classifier. This approach enables using more sophisticated models for the auxiliary classifier and decreases computational complexity. To select the samples, that knowing their label maximally help the main classifier to continue accurate tracking, active learning approaches can be used. When a classifier is more uncertain about the label of a sample, knowing its label would increase the learning of the classifier more [12] , thus improves its convergence speed and generalization with a limited number of labeled samples. In tracking such uncertainty may come from the ineffectiveness of the features, the sample being close to the decision boundary [14] , or missing information (e.g. due to partial occlusion). Therefore, an active co-tracker only queries the labels of the samples from aux classifier when the main classifier is most uncertain about their labels.
Here, |h(x j t |θ 1 t ) − τ | > δ means that the uncertainty is less than margin δ. After the labeling, the main classifier is trained with the co-labeled data and learns maximally from the auxiliary classifier. To handle tracking challenges, such as temporal occlusions and deformations, the aux classifier is updated every ∆ frames. This in-turn further reduces the computational complexity of the tracker and benefits the tracker from a combination of long and short term memories.
The uncertainty margin δ controls the "activeness" of the tracker. Smaller δ typically reduces the samples that aux classifier labels, focus on recent samples by leaning toward short term memory and reduce the complexity of the tracker. How- Fig. 2 . Schematic of the system. The proposed tracker, collect samples from a pre-defined area around the last known target location. The classification scores are fed to query the policy unit which selects the best value for uncertainty margin hyperparameter. If needed, the aux classifier is queried for the label of the samples. The classifiers are then updated using co-labeled samples and the target state is estimated. In the training phase, the target estimation is compared to the ground truth and their normalized intersection is used as a reward to train the query policy Q- table. ever, such setting put more burden on the main classifier to label the samples correctly and expose the tracker to the model drift, especially if the target observation is noisy or missing (e.g. in case of partial or temporal occlusions). On the contrary, larger δ increases the number of queries from the aux classifier, exploiting older data at the expense of the speed.
Uncertainty Margin Adjustment via Q-Learning
Reinforcement learning has been used in visual tracking to learn when to update the tracker [15] , learn an early decision policy for different frames [16] and to tune tracking hyperparameters [17] . Here we formulate a Q-learning agent to adjust the uncertainty margin for the active co-tracker.
At each time t, the agent take an action a t based on the state S t of the environment, and the environment gives the reward r(S t , a t ) and updates its state to S t+1 . The agent chooses its action w.r.t its policy π(a t |S t ) to maximize the cumulative reward R t = T i=t γ i−t r(S i , a i ) where 0 < γ ≤ 1 is the discount factor to weigh more on earlier rewards. Q- Fig. 3 . The proposed Q-learning agent is trained on YouTubeBB datasets 10 independent runs and their performance on OTB-50 is shaded area (mean performance in red .
learning proposed to calculate Q-values, the expected maximum scores for each action a t in state S t , as Q(S t , a t ) = r(S t , a t ) + γQ(S t+1 , a t+1 ) (5) State: The state S t ∈ S t of the environment is explained using an n b -bin histogram of uncertainty measurements of main classifier for all samples x t ,
To eliminate the effect of the stochastic sampling on the uncertainty histogram, a deterministic sampling approach is used, which obtain n s equi-distance samples from an area 3x bigger than the target size centered on its last known position. The states are defined by the descriptive features of the histogram f (.), i.e. its mean, variance, and shape. Action: Actions a t ∈ A t are n a equi-distanced values in range [0,½] to be assigned to margin δ. Reward: During training time, the reward is defined as the intersection-over-union (IOU) of the target estimation and ground truth and if the IOU exceeds 90%, the reward triples. Contrarily, if the IOU drops under 50%, no reward is given to the learner, and if remains under 50% for five consecutive frames, the negative reward of -3 is given to the learner.
Q-learning for Active Co-Tracking
In the proposed QACT tracker (Figure 2) , the main classifier is a KNN classifier, with color names and HOG features. In each frame, t, n s co-labeled samples are added and samples older than t − ∆ are discarded from KNN. The aux classifier is a part-based SVM classifier [21] , that is retrained every ∆ frame with all of the co-labeled samples from the beginning of the tracking. In each frame, the target location and scale is defined with a weighted vote of the obtained positive samples, by considering classification score as their weight.
The parameters of the tracker, except those related to the Q-learning module, is defined using cross-validation on the Fig. 4 . Quantitative evaluation of trackers using precision plot (left) and success plot (right) for all videos in OTB-100 [24] . OTB-50 dataset [22] . The Q-learning parameters are then set to fixed values of n b = 100, n a = 25, and γ = 0.99 and the Q-values are randomly initialized with a small positive white noise. The proposed tracker is trained on annotated frames of YouTubeBB dataset [23] to train the proposed Q-Learning method using the Boltzmann-Gumbel exploration [18] to exploit all the information present in the estimated Q-values with an annealed temperature parameter. For each of 800,000 training episode, we randomly sample a 20-seconds long clip with one annotation for each one second and provide zero rewards for the agent in between annotations. During runtime, the tracker greedily selects the action a * t which yields the highest expected reward, a * t = argmax a t ∈At Q(S t , a t ).
EVALUATION
The proposed tracker is evaluated against its baselines, competitive trackers which leverage memory control for tracking, and finally the state-of-the-art in tracking-by-detection. The experiments are conducted using OTB-50 [22] and OTB-100 [24] benchmarks. Success and precision plots are used to compare the performance of the trackers. Figure 3 shows that the proposed tracker (QACT) outperforms its baseline, UST (uncertainty sampling tracker) using Q-learning to tune the uncertainty margin parameter. The shaded area indicates 10 independent training runs for the Q-learning method, and the red plot indicates the mean of these runs and will be used hereafter as the QACT result to be compared with other algorithms. Table 1 contains the ablation study as well as a comparison with TLD [9] , STRK [2] , MEEM [8] and MSTR [10] that handles the memory of the tracker to improve tracking. UST, is the active co-tracker with dual memory explained in section 2.1, with KNN+ [5] as short-term classifier and SVM+ as the long-term one. As the table shows, QACT demonstrates superior performance on many aspects of tracking compared to its baselines and to other competitive methods. It is interesting to note the low-resolution case (LR) that the active co-tracker made from very low-performance trackers (i.e. UST), has a significantly higher performance from its classifiers (KNN+ and SVM+), still by online adjustment of uncertainty margin the performance of QACT has another large improvement. Finally, Figure 4 depicts the promising performance of proposed approach compared to the state-of-the-art in tracking by detection such as CMT [13] , STPL [25] and SRDCF [26] .
CONCLUSION
Active co-tracking combines the results of two classifiers, by using one of them on-demand triggered by the uncertainty of the other classifier. The threshold to trigger is of paramount importance to balance the information exchange between two classifiers, especially if they differ in accuracy, speed, model update frequency, and retraining complexity. We proposed a Q-learning mechanism that monitors the uncertainty state of the first classifiers to control the trigger. We elaborated the active co-tracking framework with dual memory, the design and training of the Q-learning for parameter tuning, and presented the superior performance of this tracker. Table 1 . Quantitative evaluation of trackers under different tracking challenges using AUC(%) of success plot on OTB-50. The first, second and third best results are highlighted. Scenario attributes indicate changes in illumination, scale, inplane and out-of-plane rotation, deformation, occlusion, outof-view, clutter, low resolution, fast motion and motion blur. 
